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Items 1) New bus tyre 2) Retread tyre 3) Bus batteries 4) Paint for bus body
5) Reconditioning service of

fuel pump & fuel injector

Specifications:

i) 275/70R22.5 with load

index 152/148E

ii) 305/70R22.5 with load

index 154/150E

Tread rubber for the retread

of the following tyre sizes:

11R22.5;

275/70R22.5;

305/70R22.5;

245/70R19.5;

295/80R22.5

Type: Either electrolyte filled or sealed

maintenance free;

Nominal voltage: 12V;

Nominal capacity: ≥200Ah;

Nominal reserve capacity: ≥380 min;

Cold cranking current: CCA(DIN)≥560A or

CCA(IEC)≥645A or CCA(EN)≥940A or

CCA(SAE)≥1000A;

Anode position: N200 at R.H.S. & N200L at

L.H.S.;

Max. size (N200): 515(L)x275(W)x245(H);

Max. size (N200L): 520(L)x280(W)x245(H);

No. of degassing plug, if applicable: 6;

Battery terminal standard: DIN 72 311 Part 4

IEC95-3 or SAE

- Conforms to the Volatile

Organic Compounds (VOC)

Regulation in HK

- Conforms to the EU limit value

for the product in ready to use

form, i.e. ≤ 420 g/litre of VOC

Recondition services for fuel

pump from the following

engine models:

 - Cummins Dart (Bosch)

 - Volvo D10A (Bosch)

 - Cummins ISLe

Recondition services for fuel

injectors of the following

models:

 - Cummins M11

 - Cummins B6 145HP (Dart)

 - Cummins ISMe

 - Cummins ISLe (Euro 4 & 5)

Instructions to Interested parties

1. Pre-qualification Requirement

In order to be considered for pre-qualification, intereted parties shall comply with the following requirements:

- You must be a *registered supplier of the Citybus/NWFB; and

- Your recommended goods must comply with the Citybus/NWFB's specifications; and

- Your recommended goods will be perpetually available or continuously available for a reasonably long period.

2. Procedure:

- After initial assessment, Citybus/NWFB shall contact the interested parties for sample(s) of the recommended goods for trial if necessary. 

- Citybus/NWFB shall notify the interested parties the trial result in due course, if any.

3. Important Notes:

Citybus/NWFB shall not be responsible for any cost or expense incurred by the interested parties in connection with or arising from the pre-qualification exercise.

*If you are not a registered supplier of the Citybus/NWFB, you must proceed and complete the "Supplier Registration" of Citybus/NWFB.  For details of Supplier

Registration, please refer to the section "Suppliers" of this web page.

This notice is subject to change without notice.

Citybus/NWFB shall have the sole discretion to accept or reject any interested parties to participate in this exercise.

Pre-qualification Invitation for the Supply of Goods

Interested parties who are able to comply with the above pre-qualification requirement can apply to Citybus/NWFB for participation of the pre-qualificaton exercise.  The

procedure is summarized below:

Citybus Limited ("Citybus") and New World First Bus Services Limited ("NWFB") invite interested parties to express their interest in participating the captioned  pre-

qualification exercise.  This pre-qualification exercise aims at sourcing qualified suppliers who are capable of supplying any of the below item(s):

-  Interested parties shall write to Procurement Department of Citybus/NWFB and inform us which item(s) you are interested to participate, via e-mail to

tlyuen@nwst.com.hk

- Interested parties shall complete and submit the "Goods Recommendation Form" with all information as required within 4 weeks from date of issue.

- Citybus/NWFB shall distribute the "Goods Recommendation Form" to the interested parties.


